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In this paper we give an approach to the solution of control-approximation
problems using duality theory. We solve the dual problem by homogeneous
programming and apply the method to optimal control of distributed parameter
systems. Our discussion of the implementation contains numerical examples.

1. INTRODUCTION

We consider a class of control problems which can be considered as
approximation problems, where the family of approximating functions
depends linearly on an infinite-dimensional parameter space. The parameter
is constrained to the unit ball of the space. A complicating factor from the
numerical point of view is the representation of the approximating functions
by infinite series. The aim of this paper is to give a method where these
infinite-dimensional optimization problems are replaced by finite-dimensional
problems and to show how to estimate effectively the optimal value of the
original problem.

Investigations in this direction have been undertaken in [6, 13]. Dualizing
the original problem we obtain a convex optimization problem, where the
variables lie in the unit ball of an infinite-dimensional space. For a parabolic
boundary control problem, it is shown in [5 J that by minimizing over some
particular finite-dimensional subspaces, the dual problem converts into a
finite-dimensional optimization problem. By this procedure lower bounds on
the optimal value are obtained. We study more general operators for which
this procedure can be applied.

The finite-dimensional optimization problem, which includes a constraint,
can be replaced by an unconstrained problem using the homogeneity of the
objective and constraint. This method can be applied to elliptic, parabolic
and hyperbolic control problems, considering initial-, boundary- and
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distributed control with different observations. In the case of a problem in
Hilbert space the unconstrained minimization does not have to be carried
out. It is shown that the solution of a nonlinear equation in one real variable
is sufficient to compute lower bounds. Furthermore we prove that for each
lower bound we can determine a control which is a solution of an approx
imation of the primal problem and obtain an upper bound which is "best" in
a certain sense. By increasing the dimension of the finite-dimensional
subspace we show a decreasing behavior of the upper and an increasing
behavior of the lower bound such that we have a monotone sequence of
inclusions for the optimal value. In the last section we give a numerical
example and discuss different types of control problems.

2. ApPLICATION OF DUALITY THEORY

Let X and Y be normed linear spaces, U ~ X a nonvoid convex set,
R: X --+ Y a continuous linear operator and z E Y fixed. We consider the
problem

inf IIRu-zlly=p. (PI)
ueU

For existence theorems on this problem we refer, e.g., to [I]. Denote with
By. the unit ball of the dual space Y*.

Then (PI) is equivalent to

inf max I(Ru - z) = p. (P2)
ueu leBy.

By duality theory [cf. 1, Sect. 19, Theorem b], we obtain

sup [ inf l(Ru) - l(z)] = p.
leB y• ueU

(DI)

Since it is often advisable for numerical purposes to replace the dual space
y* by a weakly* closed linear subspace W, we consider instead of (D I )

sup [ inf I(Ru) -l(z)] = fJ,
leB w ueU

(D2)

where B w = {w E W ~ Y*: II w Ily. ~ I}. Calling R *: y* --+ X* the adjoint
operator of R, then

sup [inf (R*l)u -l(z)] ~p.
leBw ueU

(D2)
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If we assume that U = Bx' the unit ball in X, then we simplify (D2),

sup [-IIR*lllx. + l(z)] ~p.
leB w

The map d: y* -+ IR defined by

del) = IIR*lllx' -l(z)
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(D2)

(1)

is weakly* lower semicontinuous. Since B w is weakly* compact in Y*, we
know that the supremum in (D2) (and also in (D!)) is attained,

max[-IIR*lllx. + l(z)] = -min IIIR*IIIX* -l(z)] ~p.
leB w leBw

Hence (D2) is a constrained minimization problem,

minimize del) subject to lEW, Illlly. ~ 1,

where d is given by (1).
We observe that d(·) is a positive homogeneous functional on y* of

degree ! as well as the constraint functional 11·11 y' •

THEOREM 1. For arbitrarily chosen, but fixed, A > 0 the problem

minimize del) + A 11111~. subject to lEW (D)

has a solution lEW with optimal value J = d(/) +A II III~ •. In the case 1= (),
the solution [ of (D2) is also given by [ = (). Otherwise [= lill III y' solves (D2)
and the optimal value J of (D2) is determined by J = - (J - A II III~.)III III y' •

Proof By definition of d,

del) +A 11111~. ~ -llllly.llzlly +A 11111~. >0

for 111I1y. > IlzllyjA. Therefore (D) is equivalent to

minimize [d(l) + A1I/11~.Jsubject to 111I1y. ~ IlzllyjA, IE W,

which is a minimization of a weakly * lower semicontinuous functional on a
weakly* compact set, hence the minimum is attained. Let lEW be a
solution of (D),

d(/) + A II III~. ~ d(l) + A 11111~. for all lEW. (2)
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Assume I=e and d(/*)=IIR*I*llx.-(/*,z) <0 for some I*EB w. Then
we obtain, for e > 0 small enough,

d(el*) +AII el* II~. = e(d(l*) + eA 11/* II~.) <0,

a contradiction to the optimality of I for (15). Assuming I*- e, (2) implies,
with A> 0,

and

d(/) ~ d(l) for alii E W, II IllY' ~ II Illy.,

d(/) ~ d(/) for alii E W, 11111 Y'III IIIY' ~ 1.

Put m = 1III/IIy*,m = lill/lly*, then for Ilmll y*~ 1

II ~Iy. d(m) = d(m II ~Iy*) ~ d(m II ~Iy*) = II ~Iy* d(m),

or

d(m) ~ d(m) for all mE B w'

This shows that 1III ~Iy* solves (D2) and

-~ = d(m) = d(/)III~ly* = (15 -11/11~.)IIl/lly.

The proof of Theorem 1 relies heavily on homogeneous programming (cf.
[2]).

Concerning the calculation of upper bounds we refer to the case W = y*,
where, using the duality theorem, we have for the optimal point il

-l(Ril) + l(z) ~ IIRil- zlly = -IIR *lllx* + l(z)

~ -(R*/)il + l(z) = -l(Ril) + l(z).

Hence in (3) equality holds, which implies

IIR*/IIX* = (R*/)il.

(3)

(4)

Equation (4) will be used to select il E B y* for computing an upper bound

IIRil-zll y·

3. MINIMAL SYSTEMS

In control problems with distributed parameter systems many operators R
can be expressed in the following form: Let {y;\ ~ y, {xt} ~ X* and R be
defined by
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00

Ru = ,,-, c.x:l'(u)y.,___ I I I

i=l

assuming that R is linear and continuous. The adjoint is given by

00

R*l = ~ cAY;)xt.
i=1
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We shall make use of the following definition: A set of functions {Yi}" S; Y
is called minimal if and only if for eachj E IN we have Yj E cl span{Yi liE IN,
j =1= n. The minimality can be characterized:

THEOREM 2 [4, p. 264]. Thefamily {Yi!"s; Y is minimal if and only if
there exists a biorthogonal sequence {yn" S; y* such that

i,j E IN.

Under the assumption that {yi! are minimal we define

w= span{y~, ...,yt}

and hence the problems (D) and (D2) become finite-dimensional
optimization problems

min(IIR *lllx- -l(z) + tl IIIII~.)
leW

= mk1}., 11£ aicix711 - £ aiy7(z)+tl 11£ aiY7112 =-~, (DN )
aE 1=1 k· r=1 .=1 y*

mm II £aicix711 - £aiy7(z) = -c5N , II £ aiY711 ~ 1. (DN 2)
aeRN i=1 k· i=l 1=1 y'

LEMMA 3. Let {yi! be minimal and the biorthogonal system {yn be
complete in Y*. Then c5N is a monotonically increasing sequence of numbers
with limN _ oo c5N = c5.

On the other hand, if {x7} are minimal, then we have the existence of a
biorthonormal set {x;} in X* * and assuming {x;} S; X we can define in the
standard way a finite-dimensional problem for obtaining upper bounds,

In the case where X and Yare Hilbert spaces and {xtl, {Ytl are orthonormal,
we have the following connection between (DN 2) and (PN ):
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THEOREM 4. If (a p •••,aN)*8NE IR N solves (DN), then d-I(cla p ... ,

cNaN) E IR N, with d 2 = 2:7=1 cfaf is a solution of (PN)· Furthermore, -bNand
PN' denoting the optimal values of (DN2) and (PN), respectively, have the
inclusion property

Proof In this particular Hilbert space case (h p ... , hN) is optimal for (PN),
if and only if it solves the problem

N N. '\' 22 '\'mm _ b;c; - 2 _ b;c;(y;, z),
;=1 ;=1

N

'\' b~ ~ 1,_ 1

;=1

or if and only if there exists a multiplier f.J ~°such that

N

'\' h~& I_ 1'<:::

;=1
and i = I,..., N. (5)

On the other hand (a l , ... , aN) solves (DN) if and only if it minimizes, for
some A. > 0,

[
N ]1/2 N N
'\' a~c~ - '\~ a .(y., z) + A. '\' a~_ I I _ I I _ I

;=1 ;= I ;= I

or equivalently is a solution of

(6)

N

d 2 = '\' a~c~,_ I I

;=1
i= I, ...,N. (7)

Multiplying (7) by c; and using h; = a;c;d- I, we obtain (5), where the
multiplier f.J is given by f.J = 2M > O. The inclusion property follows directly
from the definition of (D N 2) and (PN ).

The relations limN -+ oo bN= P and limN -+ oo PN = P hold if {y;} and {x;} are
dense in Y and X, resp. Under the same assumptions of Theorem 4 we can
simplify the calculation of (a l ,..., aN) as follows:

THEOREM 5. The vector (a p ... , aN) = eN is optimalfor (DN) if and only if
2:7= I(Y;' Z)2 Cj2 ~ 1. Otherwise let d> 0 be the unique solution of

N

~ «y;,z)c;(2M+cf)-1)2= 1,
1=1

(8)

then the optimal point (a l , ••• , tiN) is given by

a; = (y;, z)(2A. + d-Icf)-l, i= I, ...,N. (9)
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Proof Observe that (6) is not differentiable at ON' Hence ON is optimal if
and only if, for the directional derivatives of (6),

[
N ]1 /2 N
'\' c~a~ - '\~ a.(y., z) ~ 0_ I I .- I I

i=l i=l

This is equivalent to

[
N ]1 /2 N
'\' a~ - '\' a.(y.,z)c:- 1~O.- I __ r I I

i=1 i= I

or, using the Euclidean norm in IR N
,

for all a E IR N
•

Iiall- (a, '7) ~ 0 (10)

where '7 = ((YI' z) Cl
l,..., (YN' z) c;; I).

However, (10) holds if and only if" '711 ~ 1. If II '711 > 1, then the optimality
conditions (7) hold. Solving (7) for eli we obtain (9). Substituting (9) into the
expression for d 2 we are led to (8). The unicity of d> 0 follows from the
monotonicity of the left-hand side of Eq. (8).

Hence, if X is a Hilbert space and !xi } is orthonormal, then a lower bound
can be calculated by computing a solution of Eq. (8). If the same
requirement is met by Y and {Yi}' we obtain automatically an upper bound
of the optimal value, which can be interpreted as the best for a certain
approximate problem.

4. SEVERAL ApPLICATIONS IN DISTRIBUTED CONTROL SYSTEMS

In this section, we represent generalized solutions of partial differential
equations by Fourier series. For a justification we refer to the standard
literature (see, e.g., [12, Sects. 29, 43, 44 J).

Elliptic Control Problems

Let A be a second-order differential operator

with ajk , bj , CE Lr:fJ(il), i,j, k = 1,... , n, il S; IR n open, bounded and its
boundary r a Cr:fJ -hypersurface. Furthermore A is assumed to be formally
self-adjoint and strongly elliptic, i.e., there exists y > 0 with

n n

~ ajk(x) xjxk>Y ~ xJ
j,k=l j=l

for all x E IR n
•
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Boundary conditions are of the type

n a
By(x) = j.t; I nix) ajk(X) oX

k
y(x) +y(x).

For the distributed control problem

Ay(x) = u(x),

By(x) = 0,

xEn,

xEF,

with u E L 2(n) a generalized solution can be written as

CJ)

y(x) = (Ru)(x) = ~ ,ui:I(u,ek)ek(x)
k=1

with (u, e) = fD u(x) e(x) dx and {,ud, led are the corresponding eigenvalues
and eigenfunctions of the problem. The eigenfunctions have the property of
being orthonormal in Lin). Hence choosing Y = X = L 2(n), ci = ,ui-I,
x i* = Yi = ei , i E IN, we can apply the results of Section 3, since an
orthonormal system is minimal and identical with its biorthogonal system
and furthermore led is complete in Lin).

Parabolic Control Problems

First, we consider a system with control of the initial state:

Yt(t, x) - Ay(t, x) = 0,

By(t, x) = 0,

yeo, x) = u(x),

(t,x) E (0, T) X n,
(t, x) E (0, T] X F,

xEn.

A generalized solution for u E Lin) can be defined by

CJ)

yet, x) = ~ exp(-.uZt)(u, ek) ek(x).
k=1

Observing the state at time T> 0, operator R is given by

CJ)

Ru(x) = yeT, x) = ~ exp(-.uZ T)(u, ek) ek(x),
k=l

and we have the same representation as in the previous part with
ci = exp(-,u;T) and the same remarks on the applicability of Section 3 are
valid.
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If we observe the behavior of the temperature at a certain point xEn, the
operator R has to be defined as

00

Ru(t) = y(t, x) = ,-' eix)(u, ek) exp(-pi t).
k=l

Hence we choose X = Lz<n), Y = L 2(0, T), Cj= ej(x), xt = ei and
y i = exp(-p f). In the case of dimension n = 1 we know (cf. [11]) that
{exp(-pDl form a minimal system and we can use the results of Section 3.

Investigating a system with boundary and distributed control

Yt(t, x) - Ay(t, x) = ug(t, x) = g(x) u(t),

By(t, x) = vh(t, x) = h(x) v(t),

y(O, x) = 0,

(t, x) E (0, T) Xn,
(t, x) E (0, T] XT,

xEn,

where the controls ug , vh are assumed to be separated in functions of space
and time-variables g, h E C(ii), u, v E Lz<O, T). We have, as a generalized
solution at time T> 0,

R(u+v)(x)=y(T,x)= ~l [(g,ek)( exp(-pi(T-t))u(t)dt

+ (h, ek) ( exp(-pi(T - t)) v(t) dt1ek(x),

with (h, ek) = fr h(x) eix) dx. We select X = L 2(0, T)2, Y = L 2(n) (for
n = 1 or h == 0), cj = 1 and

xt = «g, ej) exp(-pf(T - .», (h, ej) exp(-pf(T - .», i E IN.

Hyperbolic Control Problems

In the following problems we observe the state at time T> 0. We start
with controlling the initial state

and obtain

Ytt(t, x) - Ay(t, x) = 0,

By(t,x) = 0,

y(O, x) = u(x),

ylO,x) = 0,

(t, x) E (0, T) Xn,
(t, x) E (0, T] XT,

xEil,

xEn,

OCJ

Ru(x)= I COSPkT(u,ek)ek(x).
k=1
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For the distributed control problem

Yt/(t, x) - Ay(t, x) = g(X) U(t),

By(t,x)= 0,

y(O,X) = 0,

y/(O,X) = 0,

we define

(t,x)E(O,T)xn,

(t,x)E (0, T] Xr,

xEn,

xEn,

00 T

Ru(x) = L (g, ek)f !J.i:! sin(,uk(T - t)) u(t) dt ek(x),
k=! 0

u E L 2(0, T) = X, Y =Lin). Conditions on the minimality of {sin!J.k .} can
be found in [8] using results by [7] and [10].

5. SOME NUMERICAL ASPECTS

In the following we discuss several problems of Section 4 with respect to
their numerical implementation.

Let us consider the elliptic system with distributed control

00

Ru = L !J.i:!(u, ek) ek,
k=1

Let the dimension n of the state space be one and n = (0, 1), y(O) = y( 1) = 0,
z(x) = x. We calculate upper and lower bounds according to Theorem 5,
selecting A= I:

N d low. bd. upp. bd. diff.

I 0.017677229 0.34883697 0.50237259 0.155
2 0.017954882 0.41406715 0.50147980 0.088
3 0.017980059 0.44032748 0.50140089 0.062
4 0.017984555 0.45446599 0.50138683 0.048
5 0.017985735 0.46329400 0.50138314 0.039

10 0.017986411 0.48176570 0.50138103 0.021
20 0.017986438 0.49142699 0.50138094 0.011
50 0.017986439 0.49736329 0.50138094 0.005

This table shows the monotone behavior of upper and lower bounds and
their differences.

In the parabolic initial value control problem with point observation at
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X En the functions {exp(-.u~ .)} play the role of the system which has to be
minimal. As mentioned earlier in the case of dimension n = I, we know [II]
that this system is minimal. However, for numerical purposes it is necessary
to have the biorthogonal system explicitly, which for an infinite system is a
difficult task to solve. However, since the sequence of functions is decreasing
rather fast it is advisable to estimate the error by considering only a finite
part of the sequence. In this case the computation of a biorthogonal system
reduces to an inversion of the Gram's matrix of {exp(-.u~ .)}. For obser
vation of the state at time T> °with X = Y = L 2(n) we have a similar
situation as in the elliptic case discussed before.

Finally we would like to mention some remarks in the case where "non
smooth" in X and Y are used. In [5] and [9] a problem of parabolic
boundary control was considered, where X = Loo(O, T) and Y = qn) with
the maximum norm. The numerical results in both papers indicate that it is
not advisable to use W as the set of linear combinations of the functions
forming the biorthogonal system. On behalf of the special structure of the
extreme functional it is more convenient to select some fixed points
WI'"'' WN E n and to define

On the other hand, if Y = LI(n), by the extreme functionals we are led to
use piecewise continuous functions in W. For instance, if (0, 1) = n <;; IR I,

W = l' E Y*:' = i~1 aiXi' where Xi is the characteristic

function on [t i -I' t;) !
with a fixed partition 0= to < t I < ... < tN = 1 of n.
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